Media Advisory

Military Utilizing MYR to Stage Training Exercise, Expect an Influx of Aircraft Operations

Myrtle Beach, SC - April 4, 2017. On Wednesday April 5, 2017 there will be two-unique opportunities to interview aircraft operators and view military training airplanes. This is a MEDIA ONLY EVENT.

When: Wednesday, April 5, 2017 at 9:30 AM and 2:00 PM
Where: 1250 Airdrome Avenue
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(This location is on the Market Common side of the Airport)

The Media Only Event will enable interview opportunities with Department of Defense (DoD) CAS operators, while creating a unique opportunity to view aircraft used for military training. This event will enable you to educate your audience and explain why there is increased military activity in the area and what type of aircraft they might see.
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